Tech Brief In-Plant Offices
BUILD FOR CHANGE TM

We understand your needs for a more flexible, faster,
and cost-effective alternative to conventional
construction. We’ve designed our in-plant office
systems to meet those needs.

Maximum Flexibility
National Partitions modular offices are designed to provide maximum flexibility, with the
advantages to disassemble a room and relocate it elsewhere, or redesign the layout for another
application. Our wall systems also have a patented non-progressive panel connection that allows
you to replace or exchange panels without disturbing adjacent panels.

Modular Wiring (optional)
Manufactured with heavy-duty,
commercial/industrial grade
components. UL Listed and meets
National Electric Code.

Faster
Prefabricated wall panels mean construction times are a fraction of conventional methods, up to
75% faster, with substantially reduced mess and plant disruptions.

Code Compliant
We meet all major building codes
(ANSI, ICC, IBC, ICBO, UBC) with
our modular systems.

Cost Effective
Compare any project using identical specifications, you will find that National Partitions always
cost less. Add to this the tax benefits of accelerated depreciation, and you will easily see why
National Partitions products have become so popular.
Stronger Construction
Offices built using drywall and studs, have unsupported cavities that can be punctured easily.
Our modular offices have fully supported wall substrates using a structural insulated core that
provides true impact resistance.
Better Sound Deadening
Our wall systems can be acoustically designed to outperform stick-built construction, creating a
comfortable work area even in the noisiest manufacturing plants.
WALL TYPE

SURFACE

COMPOSITION

COLOR OPTIONS

COMPONENT
FINISH

USE

Value WallTM

8 mil Vinyl

5/8” Type X
Moisture Resistant

Beige, Gray or White

Painted

Warehouse/
Manufacturing

PremierWallTM

8 mil Vinyl

5/8” Type X
Moisture Resistant

Beige, Gray or White

TrueMatchTM Vinyl

General Office

ToughWallTM

24 or 26 Gauge Steel
and/or Vinyl

5/8” Type X
Moisture Resistant

Beige, Gray or White

Painted

Heavy Manufacturing

CleanWallTM

24 or 26 Gauge Steel

N/A

Beige, Gray or White

Painted

Equipment/
Environmental Rooms

Click here to learn more ➜
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